
SAP ECC and SAP S4/HANA ERPs are often considered 
“the backbone of the business.” But to extend that 
value across the entire enterprise, a modern agnostic 
digital platform solution is needed. With the low-code 
Boomi Platform, SAP customers can quickly, easily, 
and affordably connect to any third-party system or 
application and optimize value streams. 

START TRANSFORMING YOUR 
DATA ECOSYSTEM FOR YOUR 
S/4HANA JOURNEY
SAP helps enterprises manage their day-to-day 
processes and core capabilities, connecting functions 
from multiple lines of business and industry solutions 
to help businesses with digital transformation. But to 
extend that productivity throughout the enterprise, 
integration with other applications is a must.

Boomi provides SAP customers with all the advantages of 
an enterprise-class, cloud-native digital platform. With 
the low-code Boomi AtomSphere Platform, organizations 
can easily build integrations in a fraction of the time 
needed by conventional integration products and 
appliances, at a fraction of the cost. 

KEY BENEFITS 
Customer Engagement to Customer Experience 
Connect the dots between SAP and third-party 
applications to provide a seamless customer experience.

Enabling Citizen Data for AI
Embed pre-built integrations into your applications 
with Boomi. Business users can configure their own 
integrations and get the data that they need using a 
wizard-driven approach.

Order-to-Cash
Ensure the connectivity required for smooth order-to-
cash transaction processing and management with 
Boomi’s 1,500+ out-of-the box integrations and vast 
library of crowdsourced knowledge.

Supply Chain Planning and Operations
Get up-to-date data in real time by integrating third-
party applications with SAP supply chain solutions, 
and easily automate critical tasks with Boomi Flow.

B2B/EDI Management
Integrate SAP with Boomi B2B/EDI Management to 
support EDI interoperability standards including  ASC 
X12, HL7, RosettaNet, Tradacoms, and UN/EDIFACT, 
plus API standards.

Production Planning and Maintenance
Streamline the integration of IoT data into SAP 
systems to improve business operations and drive 
digitization. 

Onboarding Customers, Partners, and Employees
Quickly automate manual workflows and exchange 
data between SAP and third-party applications, for 
seamless onboarding. 

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Divestitures
Consolidate SAP data to other ERP systems (or vice 
versa) for assured business continuity.

Modernization: Third-party Systems to SAP S/4HANA
Go beyond SAP ECC-to-SAP S/4HANA migration. 
Integrate data between SAP and any third-party 
system or application with the Boomi Platform.

Boomi for SAP: Connecting Experiences
Connect your third-party systems and data to SAP with an 
agnostic, enterprise-class, cloud-based digital platform

S O L U T I O N  B R I E F



BRING ALL YOUR SYSTEMS, TECHNOLOGIES, 
AND DATA TOGETHER WITH BOOMI

Integrate diverse applications, data, events, devices, and people, both 
internally and outside your organization. 

Trusted by more than 18,000 organizations, the Boomi Platform 
provides a market-leading set of integration and data management 
capabilities including:

• Boomi Integration: Boomi scales to meet high-volume needs in
real-time, mobile, batch (ETL), and EDI environments.

• Boomi B2B/EDI Management: Rapidly onboard suppliers and other
partners, and monitor all interactions through a centralized portal

• Boomi API Management: Centrally create, publish, and manage
APIs and web services, extending access across a growing number
of applications.

• Boomi Flow: Quickly build automated workflows that streamline
administrative and citizen-facing processes.

• Boomi Master Data Hub: Synchronize and ensure data quality,
providing trusted information across all systems.

To learn more, visit us today at www.boomi.com

WHY BOOMI?
Connect and Transform SAP Data, 
Systems, and Processes

• Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Systems

• Internet of Things (IoT)

• Customer Engagement and
Experience

• Sales Planning and Orders

• Supply Chain Planning and
Operations

• Supplier, Partners, Vendors,
Customers

• Marketplaces, Distributors,
Retail

• Procurement

• Production, Shop Floor

• Logistics

• Human Experience

• Travel and Expenses

Industries

• Energy and Natural Resources

• Consumer Industries

• Discrete Industries

• Service Industries

• Public Services

• Finance Services

Extended Ecosystem

• Proven connectivity to 1,500+
endpoints, including 200+
applications

• Drag-and-drop integration
development, no coding
required

• Any-to-any integration across
cloud and on-premises systems

• Intuitive, centralized integration
management

• Community access to
connectors, widgets and process
maps

• Extensive crowd-sourced
knowledge and guidance
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Boomi provides SAP customers with all the advantages of an  
enterprise-class, cloud-native digital platform.
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